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Social Media Guides for Archives  
 By: Rebecca Hopman, Outreach Librarian, Rakow Research Library, Corning Museum of    
       Glass  |  HopmanRC@cmog.org 
 
In 2012, I created a series of one-page, social media posting guides for archivists and librarians. 
The guides include suggestions on what and when to post, tips for good content, projects to try, po-
tential ways to measure social media “success,” and some repositories that use each platform to their 
advantage. 
 
I wrote these guides to fill a gap in archives- and library-specific social media information. Most of 
the resources I have found are anecdotal in nature, and, while I love hearing about other reposito-
ries’ projects, I could not find much practical, platform-specific advice on what types of media and 
information to post, or how to post effectively. These guides are my attempt to provide practical 
advice to those who want it, while still including some ideas for inspiration. 
 
I hope archivists and librarians reference these guides as necessary, or use them when preparing for 
a new social media account. Archivists and librarians should be thoughtful and strategic about their 
social media plans. Yes, social media should be fun, creative, and often spontaneous, but to be truly 
effective, social media programs should include targeted campaigns and consistent content. 
 
The ingenuity of my fellow archivists and librarians continuously inspires me. I love looking through 
the gifs the University of Iowa Special Collections & Archives posts on tumblr – what a great, visual 
way to share your holdings. And North Carolina State University Libraries’ ongoing My 
#HuntLibrary campaign is a fantastic way to share user-generated content. My favorite non-
archives (or library) campaign is the University of Wisconsin-Madison’s #UWRightNow project 
(2012 and 2013). Not only were these campaigns an amazing success for the university, but imag-
ine having that much material documenting what your organization was like at a certain point in 
time to archive for future researchers! 
 
Check out a sample from these guides, “Archives on Facebook,” on the following page. 
 
 
 

Archives Month at Visual Communications (VC) 
 By: Helen Kim, Archivist, Visual Communications  |  Helen.a.kim@gmail.com   
 
As grad students in Austin (and with the encouragement of archival advocate, Dr. David Gracy), my 
fellow archivists-in-training and myself celebrated Archives Month by hosting “Archives Week,” a 

series of events that included lectures and workshops for the general public.  

After getting my first job, I missed that opportunity to do public outreach that Archives Month pro-
vided.  As the archivist for Visual Communications (VC), a nonprofit media arts organization focused 
on nurturing Asian American filmmakers, I realized that few of our constituents knew that we held 

archival collections documenting Asian American activism.    

When the next year rolled around, our staff started conceptualizing what exactly we wanted to 

achieve during Archives Month. We worked on creating a campaign called “Make your mark: Asian 
Americans who paved the way” that included several components. First, we created an Archives 
Month poster to share and showcase.  We then asked a group of community members involved with 
the events portrayed in our holdings to participate.  Each week, we featured their personal essays 
paired with corresponding collection photos on our blog.  They wrote about Asian American 
filmmaking, ethnic enclaves, redevelopment, and Japanese American redress from World War II 

internment.   

We also designed a survey with two goals in mind—to receive feedback, but more importantly, to 
use as an informational tool to educate our audience about the existence of our collections. In it, 
survey takers learned about our holdings, how to research them, and our online resources.  To 
 
 
 

 

 

Check out the “Archives 
on Facebook,” guide 
posted on the following 
page. 
 
To view all of these 
guides, please visit 
Rebecca’s site at: http://
rebeccahopman.com/
resources/socialmedia/
index.html 
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